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The $30 home air conditioner we posted over a year ago got an upgrade! You may recall that this neat fabrication used a bucket of ice water and gravity to allow cold water to flow through a coil pipe attached to the back of the fan, making it cold air. An enterprising college student built an air conditioner for less than $30 with a fan, the Read moreA trash can
version with a closed circuit does not waste water; Uses an aquarium pump to push water through a tubular loop immersed in an ice-filled cooler. This rates as one of my personal favorite DIY projects that we've ever posted, and when it was invented by poor college students permanent summer school in an AC-less dorm, it could work anywhere that it's not
air-conditioned – like a garage, attic or tool shed on those dog days. Look at it - you have to see it to believe it. Pete's Home Air Conditioning Photo: istockphoto.comThis article was brought to you by Sears Home Services. His facts and opinions are those of BobVila.com.Many who belong to the current crop of homeowners were not alive in the days before
air conditioning became commonplace. That may be why so many take technology for granted today when it comes to AC in almost the same vein as a running water-like essential feature of any home, modest or grand. In some regions, homeowners consider air conditioning not a comfortable luxury, but a necessity for daily survival. However, despite the
vital role air conditioning plays in a modern house, we tend to see it as a source of not only cooling, but also mystery and frustration. Air conditioning systems are complex, after all, leaving the average homeowner without a clear view of the seemingly simple but undeniably important issues of performance and longevity. What determines the life of the air
conditioning system? Like many other questions in place of improvement and correction, the answer depends on a number of variables. David Kenyon, product manager at Sears Home Services, points out that different variables determine long-term performance to varying degrees. Use may matter most. The more often you use the system, the more wear
and tear will last, Kenyon says, and it will show that systems can last for decades in a temperate region like New England without lasting nearly as long in the desert of the Southwest. In itself, heavy use is not a doom cooling system, but if the homeowner relies on it daily, for months on end, while ignoring its maintenance, Kenyon says it's only a matter of
time before the system fatigue sets in. + Well maintained, well maintained central air conditioning system at average demand usually takes 12 to 17 years. If yours was recently installed, it may be ten years before is considering an upgrade. But if you suspect that your system may be close to failure, reserve a few minutes to monitor performance. Does the
system grate, grind, rattle or whin? Does your home feel damp (or thermostat report relative humidity above 50%)? Have you noticed an unusually large amount of dust on household surfaces? Such warning signs indicate a possible need for repair, if not replacement, says Kenyon. How to ensure peak performance, now and in the future? Kenyon advises
homeowners with AC to look for regularly scheduled professional system maintenance. It's the best thing you can do to extend the life of your air conditioner, Kenyon says, while clarifying that it's not always an optional measure, as many manufacturing guarantees require. Please note that the care of the cooling system requires not only regular maintenance,
but also comprehensive maintenance. To fix the system properly, according to Kenyon, technicians need to go far beyond a quick, visual inspection to address all key components, from the compressor-capacitor to the fan and the fan and the sink (and sometimes the ducts). The fact is that like cars in the driveway, the AC system usually can not meet its
expected service life without adequate service. Photo: istockphoto.com what are the benefits of replacing versus repairing AC? Air conditioning systems are also prone to many problems that the average homeowner would not necessarily notice. For example, most refrigeration systems are designed to run cyclically and occasionally bring air-conditioned air
to living quarters. If the length of these cycles is less often short or long, the system component may be compromised. Depending on the problem (and what it would cost to fix, Kenyon adds), you can give up the fix in favor of the upgrade. In fact, far from sunk costs, the new highly efficient air conditioning system can save you money in the long run,
according to Kenyon.In recent years, with rising energy costs and growing environmental concerns, manufacturers have launched a fleet of air conditioners that boast excellent energy efficiency. There's a night-and-day difference between the latest technology and the technology 10 years ago in terms of operating costs, kenyon says. In fact, for its ability to
run up to a monthly energy bill, Kenyon says, often the most expensive system a homeowner can choose is one already in the home. In other words, continued reliance on an older inefficient system eventually becomes more expensive than switching to a new high-efficiency system. While it requires less power (and less money) to power their normal output,
the best AC systems today still manage to achieve all-round better results. First, you get less intrusive air conditioning with more recently produced models, thanks to the wide pressure in quieter functioning. Secondly, HVAC filtration has progressed by miles over the years, helping climate control systems work not against, but to defend indoor air quality and
healthy living. Finally, there's the fact that with systems designed to combat moisture more effectively, air-conditioned spaces of newer technology often feel more comfortable. In short, there are good reasons to worry about the prospect of a malfunction in your air conditioning, but rather to take the opportunity. Photo: istockphoto.comDeas where to hire
HVAC Service ProfessionalWhen making decisions you need to determine the status of your existing system. For reviews, search for a local HVAC supplier or go online to schedule free in-home consultations with Sears Home Services. In addition to reporting on the state of your system, Sears project consultants can discuss your options and, if necessary,
guide you from start to finish through a repair or replacement process. Another advantage: Sears backs up all its work with a guarantee of satisfaction - a commitment to the success of your project that remains intact even after the departure of technicians. When it's the comfort of your family on the line, there's no substitute for peace of mind. It may be time
to call proGet for free, no-commitment repair estimates from licensed HVAC technicians near you. + On a daily basis, we constantly hear reports of various forms of traffic accidents, either because some stupid drivers who recklessly drive their vehicle, over-speeding, and the list goes on. The dumbest mistakes people ever make are blaming our government
- for providing insufficient funding to expand roads, upgrade infrastructure, improve the transportation system, and the best walkie-talkie or radar speed gun for law enforcement. Lack of jobs, poor quality of education, corruption, a sudden rise in the price of necessity and unfinished road construction projects. Sometimes we, as citizens, often forget that we
also play a very important role in the chain process, and therefore we should not place all the blame on our government. Common senseIs no sense to deny that it is in fact the role of the government to provide us with good road and road signs. However, if citizens do not actually comply with these road rules as the basis of standards, how can they ever
guarantee our safety? Yes, you can apologize for not knowing the standard security measures, but come on! We're not kids anymore. Simple 1-2-3 and a little common sense will do. MotorcyclesOwning a car or motorcycle is great; helps keep us on track in our fast lives. However, if we do not follow simple safety management procedures, you are definitely at
risk. In 2012, Los Angeles County alone, 59% of motorcyclists were killed. That's over 2010. And in 2013, California ranked third for motorcycle deaths. This means that very important to fasten your belts, wear a helmet and follow traffic lights and other road signs. It serves as a warning. There could be some dangerous road ahead, or any unwanted
occurrences, and once you don't follow it and take appropriate precautions, problems always meet you ahead of time, either a serious accident or the police honking to stop you. And you know what's going to happen next. WalkingPeople who live a few blocks from their workplace usually prefer to walk instead of driving their vehicles. This could save them a
considerable amount of money on fuel. Plus, it's a great way to exercise. Even so, even if you're simply walking, it's still important to follow the road signs. Wait for the green signal before crossing the lane, regardless of whether you are in a hurry or not. Many traffic accidents happen because some passers-by don't just follow traffic lights. Also, do not forget
to walk only between the white streets or so-called walking lines. Final thoughtsProblems and problems on the roads will never be solved and will remain forever if citizens do not really realise how necessary it is to comply with the rules of the road and regulations. As drivers, we should stay in the right lane, drive at the right speed and follow every road sign.
As pedestrians, we are expected to move to the right place at the right time. If each side cooperates, we can achieve a harmonious flow of traffic. Of course, we all live in times when we are all in a hurry and one simply cannot afford to waste time. But that's actually can bring a lot more problems and can basically cause more delays. There's no crazy science
to solve traffic accidents or keep us safe when we're on the streets. It all depends on whether we all comply with the road rules that the government has set for us. What do you think about compliance with the rules of the road? Rules?
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